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Another of George Millers 

beautiful Creations, 

The Tona Wico II 

My last Airborne Reader,  

It’s been my pleasure…. 



I haven’t written much about the AMA for a while. Most all of you that receive this pub-

lication, in this country anyway are members so you get the emails, you already know 

how hard the folks back at AMA headquarters fight for our rights, like with folks at the 

FAA.  

Recently things have not been going our way, or the way we might like, but the acade-

my is not through fighting for us. Its why people like Rich Hansen are consistently 

traveling to Washington or to any number of meetings all across the country. I also be-

lieve we still employ a lobbyist full time in Washington (but it has been some time 

since I left the executive council so I am not 100% sure of that). 

No matter, we need to support the AMA however we can and the AMA needs your 

support. Monetary donations go directly where you want them. If you send money and 

say, I am sending this to help in the efforts with the FAA , then it can be earmarked for 

just that purpose. If money is not possible to send, then help by talking positive about 

the AMA with friends and family, to politicians you might know. Have your club put on 

an open house once a year and invite your city and state officials, local law enforce-

ment, fire company etc… SHOW them what the hobby truly is, not what they hear on 

the TV.  

Some clubs are afraid to show themselves, they hide as best they can. I say that is 

foolish. Get out there, hold your head up and be proud of your hobby! 

Put on a good old fachioned fun fly amnd invite absolutely every local official you can. 

Be a part of the solution, not the problem! That’s it for me. Mike brown 



 
             

 This publication:  

The Airborne Reader 
           is a FREE bimonthly electronic internet magazine made by, 
Michael Brown 
PO Box 69 
Bella Vista, CA 96008 
Email contact info: cabrowns@citlink.net     Phone: 530-549-3005. 
  
 As most all of you know this is my last issue. It has been my pleasure 
to make this publication for you. I want to thank all of you that have called 
me personally to tell me how much you liked an article, or picture, or even 
to complain. I used to have a guy who complained about almost every-
thing, how I wrote, how I spaced things on the page, the type of font, just 
about everything… One thing it showed me was that he did read every-
thing!  :).  
 Last all those who have contributed to the Airborne Reader, whether 
a whole article with tons of pictures or a single one with a note that read, 
Hi Mike, here’s a picture of my favorite plane. George Miller who has be-
come by best ever scale writer with the most beautiful construction and 
paint work, and Rick Maida my longest and most consistent contributor. 
Kelly Collin, now Coulter, her event reports kept us informed. Without all of 
you there would be no publication. I will never forget any of you. 
  
Past issues will continue to be on my web site “theclearimage.com”.  
  
 A little unknown information.  
 A couple years ago my wife showed me how to check how many 
people looked at the publication on my personal web site. I was shocked 
to find over 90,000 people had gone to it … in just one month! Multiply 
even half of that by 12 and you get a hell of a figure.  These numbers 
make me feel really good about the work that has been done.  
 
It means that quite a few people have read this thing. 
Continued…. 

http://theclearimage.com/http:/theclearimage.com/


The GOOD NEWS!!! 

Michael Epperson has asked and I have agreed to let him 

continue the publication. 

 

Mike seen here with #106 is an electric guy but I have asked 

that he welcome all of modeling, from free flight to control line 

to giant scale, gas, glow or electric. Of course it will be up to 

him as it will basically be his publication, at least all new is-

sues, but if you send it, likely he will publish it. 

The next pages are an introduction to Michael, so please read it and send 

him an email if you want to receive what he publishes.  You can find his 

email at the end of his bio. 

Just so you know, I told him I could not forward your email addresses, that I 

did not have your permission to do so and it would not be right, there are 

still almost 9,000 of you I send to directly….so you HAVE to send him a lit-

tle note saying you want it and he will take care of you.  

 

 

 

So for now enjoy this my last official issue, issue #35.  Mike Brown 



Hello everyone.  

My name is Michael Epperson 

 

Sunshine Plans and Airfield Tans -  

 My background in our hobby of radio control began when my 

step-father, Zane Jones drove me over to an Arvada, Colorado hob-

by shop to check out kits and radios.   My uncle was into shooting, 

going to local firing ranges and Zane had given me the choice of 

getting into shooting or flying radio control. I picked up a book called, 

“Learning to fly radio controlled model airplanes” and Zane picked 

up the “Getting Airborne” series. From that day forward, I was 

hooked. 

 During those early years of learning about radio control, Zane wasn't forthcom-

ing about his earlier hobby experiences to me and it wasn't until years later, while liv-

ing in Seattle that Zane told me when he was a young man in the Air-force stationed at 

Luke AFB in Arizona, he would work with and fly early Pushbutton radio controlled air-

planes with Frank Borman, and produced an old tattered black and white photograph 

of him as a young man standing next to Frank Borman out of his wallet (My dad and 

an Apollo Astronaut, I was stunned). 

 While in Denver, Zane was working for Martin Marietta corporation on the Ma-

gellan (Also known as the Venus Radar Mapper) that one day would revolutionize our 

understanding of the surface of Venus and was the predecessor of modern 3D map-

ping technologies. Of course I thought this was fascinating and it served to increase 

my appetite for all things aviation and space related. Zane and I joined the Mile-Hi R/C 

club and meant Alex Pluckrose who was an old feisty WW2 RAF maintenance man 

turned retired R/C'r. Alex would be our initial point of contact for training and learning 

R/C and we returned many times to the field, receiving instruction on radios, engines, 

etc... while working on our joint Carl Goldberg Trainer .60 powered by a Webra. Today 

there is the Alex Pluckrose Memorial Fly-in to commemorate the unwavering top-notch 

kind of man Alex was. I remember him spending hours helping newcomers to the hob-

by, training others constantly and even giving our family a 2 hour VHS tape of his  R/C 

experiences (which I still have today). The most famous moment is Alex riding in the 

back of a pickup, flying his Spitfire Cross Country. 

 

  



 We joined Arvada Associated Modelers as well and I fomented my interest in 

Scale and Aerobatics during these brief few years while getting basic training.   It was-

n't long before the family moved to Seattle where both parents had jobs with Boeing 

Corporation. Zane went to work initially with the liaison group but soon found himself 

in his biggest career achievement as a senior design engineer on the 777 aircraft.  My 

mom was a facilities coordinator for the wing responsibility center. 

We joined Marymoor R/C club and Evergreen Radio Modelers Association, flying in 

many events. It wasn't long before I was involved with the sport of Pattern Flying, my 

parents two bedroom apartment turned into a production line and hanger, and getting 

certified as an instructor myself. 

 Travel time was limited to budget constraints so I couldn't place as high in dis-

trict events but did manage to walk away with a first place finish in the Novice Class, 

meeting and being taught to fly pattern more consistently and at a higher level by the 

likes of Rick Allison, Behzad Pakzad (who sold me his Eclipse Pattern Plane), Joan 

Anastasio, and my most cherished mentor Gus Ozols who devoted countless hours 

helping me to learn more advanced building and flying techniques. Gus even allowed 

me to test pilot his first Boxer pattern plane. 

 Zane and I helped found the Barnyard Buzzards, and S.N.O.R.C's R/C clubs in 

Washington State. Taking many years off away from the hobby developing a career, 

the time wasn't there to fly. These days, living in Alabama, I plan to return to flying 

Pattern Aerobatics next year, while still keeping an eye on Scale. I have had a sub-

scription to Michael Browns Airborne Reader these last few years, always making 

sure to take time and enjoy the articles, finding them informative and interesting. 

The various tips and event coverage provides a veritable treasure trove of compelling 

information all for free that in the past would cost a small fortune in magazine sub-

scriptions. I love the fact the magazine is reader driven, of, by and for the readership. 

My only hope is to improve upon the already breathtaking magazine that is, and my 

biggest fear would be to ever remove the reader driven philosophy behind it. You are 

the hobby's future and I want to continue what Michael Brown started. 

The email to be listed for continued subscription service is 

 airbornereader@gmail.com.  

-Michael Epperson 



  "Tona Wico II"  

 

One of the nice things about scratch building 
is one can design his own sport aircraft.  
Having done this scratch building for over 5 
decades,  I have just about designed every 
type of a model there is.  And needless to 
say, I have designed all the easy aircraft and 
like to jump right out there nowadays. 
 

Canards is a place that most never go.  I 
have had a lot of fun going there.  Sometimes 
it doesn't come out as well as I would like, but 
that too is what designing your own aricraft is 
all about. 

In my younger years I used to fly a lot of pattern.  I competed a lot in scale and went to 
the NATS about every other year.  For the first five days you just sit around while they 
do all that judging thing for scale. So I would fly pattern for the first half. 
 

No, I really didn't do all that great but then I wasn't taking pattern seriously enough to 
do that.  What I did do is design all my own pattern ships. I got this wild idea that a ca-
nard would make a excellent pattern ship.  All I had to do was make some aerodynam-
ic changes to a canard so it would be able to do those pattern maneuvers. 
 

So I had at it.  I built my first canard and made it very adjustable and put the CG on 
the wing.  My first flight was not very pretty.  It flipped completely over on take-off and 
when I gave it down, it flipped right back over and was rolling down the runway again.  
I continued to make many changes and kept trying it.  Well needless to say, until I 
gave up and placed the CG where it has to be on a canard, I never had a good flight.  
So much for that idea.  But in the end, I did have a nice looking and flying canard. 



Norm Goyer was always after me to write articles for his "Scale RC Modeler".  He 
asked me to do another article about F-4 Phantoms.  I am guessing you know I 
owned "Custom RC Aircraft"  for 22 years and my most popular kit was my F-4. 

So I decided to do a article on F-4's like he had never seen before and would not be 
expecting. I took one of my kits, moved the wing back, removed the stab, new rudder, 
re-designed the intakes and attached canards to the sides of it,   Now all I have to do 
is make it fly. Well I will tell you, it flew absolutely great.  I sure had a lot of fun with it 
and even took it to fan flys.  The only problem it had was you had to be careful with 
high angles of attack at slow speeds because the inboard ailerons of a F-4 would be 
washed out by the canards. Then I wrote the article for Norm.  I made a completely 
fictitious story up about Taiwan wanting to build F-4's for McDonald Douglas under 
contract with them.  M D agreed and sent them their first crate of F-4 parts. 

They got the parts, but no instructions and did not know even what it was supposed to 
look like.  They sent a worker to a hobby shop to buy a model of a F-4.  But he re-
turned with a model of a "Kafier"  So they went with that and built their F-4 and called 
it a "Phantom III". The article goes on and on and if you look up my site, you can read 
the whole article.  It was a huge hit and was actually printed twice in two separate 
magazines. Very funny article. 



My next canard effort was a few years ago.  I again tried to design a canard capable 
of flying advanced pattern.   

I designed it quite differently from my first attempt and even placed the motor on the 
front which is quite different for a canard. 

 

 

And I had as much luck with this 
one as I did the first.  Until I started 
moving the CG back to where it 
needed to be, the flights were very 
interesting to say the least.  But it 
sure was pretty in the air. 

 
 

I almost had it flying the way I want-
ed it to, when the ESC failed.  I 
went to the hobby shop and bought 
another one and headed to the field 
again.  Took off, was pretty satisfied 
and five minutes in the flight I lost 
radio control.  A friend went over to 
pick it up for me and he was kicking 
dirt into my crashed aircraft. (I got 
to get new friends.LOL)   What ac-
tually happened was this new ESC 
had blown up in the aircraft and 
started a fire that burned through 
servo wires.  I find out later that I 
have been sold a ESC from the 
hobby shop that was on re-call by 
Castle. 



 

So now I have decided to do Tona Wico again.  This time I built it bigger and have 
named it "Tona Wico II".  And I have given up on that pattern idea and placed the CG 
where it should be for a canard. 

I have built it the same way I do all my aircraft:  making a plug out of balsa, glassing a 
fuselage off it,  using "I" beam construction for the wing, retracts with operating doors, 
covering flight surfaces with silk and dope, and finishing with PPG paint. 





 

 

For power I am using a RimFire .80, Castle 90 ESC, Castle BEC and 6 Cell 6000 mah 
battery. 



I made my first flight before painting.  Always a good idea.  I set the CG where I 
thought I had it in "Tona Wico".  I still wound up a little heavy and it was a very inter-
esting flight.  I re-located the CG for the second flight and it was awesome.  So now it 
is painted and has been flown two more times before the weather has changed on 
me.      

 I hope you like it. 



My Input For Last Airborne Reader 

Yesterday I proposed an idea to promote a new small electric powered fun scale com-

petition on the RC Groups Scale Electric Scratch and Kit Plane forum. I have thought 

for some time that events held as part of local events leading up to finalist events at 

the AMA nationals would help to spur more interest in this niche of the hobby. Electric 

powered models just don’t seem to do as well in AMA scale and Top Gun, etc., con-

tests . There were mixed replies, some of which wanted to argue judging standards 

and criticized AMA for messing up similar competitions in the past. Some think that 

setting up a separate organization from AMA for these events would be a good idea. It 

remains to be seen whether this idea will go forward. 

I bought a 59”wsp light–ply ARF Gee Bee Model E from Maxford a year ago and after 

starting assembly, I realized that the model was actually a Model Y as flown  competi-

tively by Maud Tate, well known aviatrix. I gathered scale detail information and pro-

ceeded to add model Y windshield, wing and tail rigging and tail bracing. The maiden 

fight attempt seemed to indicate extreme tail heaviness. I added a lot of weight to the 

firewall and had our best club scale model flier/builder attempt the maiden flight.He 

struggled with it but crash landed in the weeds. We gradually reduced nose ballast 

and tried various trims finally getting the model tamed by mechanically adjusting in lot 

of up angle in the right aileron. Test pilot Bob recommended that I hang the model up 

and just enjoy looking at it.  

I finally noticed that the right wing panel had no tip washout while the left panel did 

have it. I also found that heating and twisting the panel did not work because the wing 

has carbon fiber tube leading edge and main spar construction. A radical solution 

came to me, i.e. change the incidence of the right versus left panel to try to equalize 

the lift of each panel. I made the changes and let the model “rest” for months while I 

built up confidence to try flying it again. I tried flying it last week and by gosh it flew 

with only a little right aileron trim and some elevator trim. I’m looking forward to many 

more enjoyable flights with my Heebie Gee Bee Model Y ARF bash.  Power is a Co-

bra 3525/12 brushless with a 4S 4500mah lipo and 14” prop. 



My Dynam WACO ARF Bipe.  

This 59” wsp foamy ARF is the subject of a long assembly tips, etc.,  thread on the 

RC Groups, Parkflyers forum. The model comes with a “Detrum” 40-amp speed con-

trol with “mystery BEC circuit” that has failed or had timing issues for many. I replaced 

mine with a Cobra 60 amp ESC with 5amp switch mode BEC that I had on hand. The 

low KV Detrum brushless motor works well and has plenty of oomph. I had one dead 

Detrum aileron servo which I replaced with an HS-55.  

The cabane supports were stamped out of steel and had ragged sharp edges to be 

filed down. I also had to bend the tabs so the would meet the pastic attachment points 

on the fuselage and top wing without stressing them. I sprayed the model with a light 

coat of clear polyurethane to protect the matt yellow paint from field grime. I added 

stretchy chrome “rigging” wires, making attaching points from iron wire imbedded in 

the foam. The model is extremely easy to fly and does all the WACO bipe aerobatics 

and then some. If you want to try this model, read through the assembly thread in RC 

Groups Parkflyers forum for detailed assembly tips and fixes.  



My Pat Tritle Stinson Reliant Short Kit Bash Third Rebuild 

I am a certifiably insane Stinson Reliant Lover. When Pat Tritle ran his build thread in 

RC Groups for his SR-10 model Reliant, some 3 years ago,  I immediately ordered 

the short kit and started bashing it into my favorite SR-7 version with flat pane wind-

shield, paneled cabin with seats, functional doors and instrument panel with 3 spoke 

“steering wheels”.  

 

I ordered graphics from Callie Graphics for the 1937 Pepsi-Cola  executive/PR Reli-

ant. After some 6 months of head scratching, building and covering I maidened the 

model. On the third flight one wing strut attachment failed and the right wing panel slid 

off of the tube joiners. After a six month repair, rebuild I let it rest for another 6 months 

and finally re-maidened it without incident. After about a year of flying the model, it 

went into a loss of control scenario with major crash damage. We are going to start 

monitoring at our field in Fairview Park, Costa Mesa using a spectrum analyzer to de-

tect sporadic swamping or interference on 2.4GHz.  Many models simply have gone 

out of control usually near the restroom building at the north end of the field. Mean-

while I am getting ready to reinstall electronics and recover the model with new Pepsi-



Jerry Neuberger's Stearman. Jerry wrote, I Spent Sunday finishing up the "must do" 
list on the Stearman (still got a lot of wanna do's, but the must do list is done). Got the 
control surface issues sorted out, had a friend come over and did the balance (14 Oz 
on the nose for an ALW of 29 1/4 lbs) and all the flying wires are now "close enough" 
to the correct length. No more stalling, so Sat WE FLY (well, if the weather cooper-
ates.........)  I am wondering, with this being my last issue, will Jerry send Michael 
some in flight pictures so we see the finale of this fine bird? 



Lake McSwain Float Fly September 24-September 27, 2015. 

Oct 15, 2015 
 

With as many years as I have been a part of R/C events, this was my first float fly ev-

er!  I was so excited to finally be attending one.  Don and I loaded up the RV and 

headed out Friday afternoon.   

Lake McSwain here we come!!!   

Woke up Saturday morning on the lake, to the sounds of RC planes.  Weird and 

beautiful all at once.  After breakfast we headed down to the lake.  Me with my cam-

era and Don with his transistor.  After the conclusion of the pilots meeting, the flying 

started.  So different from a flying event on a runway.  Planes were starting and taking 

off from the water.  So cool. 

It’s no excuse, but the Reno Air Races were the weekend before and I was still recov-
ering so I apologize that I have no pilot or plane information for this event, but I got 
some great photos and still wanted to share them with you.  Here are some of my fa-
vorites from Saturday!   

Dusty Crophopper piloted by Don Coulter from Morgan Hill, CA 



Cool Grumman Duck taking off at Lake McSwain 



Don Coulter and Joe Francis powering 

up the Saratoga!  

Love seeing parents sharing their love of 

RC with their kids.  



As we wrapped up the day of flying, we all went back to our sites to get ready for the 

banquet and the raffle. The food was great and some were luckier than others at the 

raffle, but we all had fun. Sunday started early. Early photographers catch the photos 

that those who sleep in do not. The lake was calm and the reflections were pretty 

cool.  Here are a few of my favorite ones. 

Once the wind picked up and more 

pilots started flying, I lost the reflection aspect possibility of the photograph.  Here are 

a few more photos I was able to capture before we started packing up to head out.  



Thank you to all of the people who or-

ganized the Lake McSwain Float Fly.   

I had a great time and I hope they will 

enjoy the photos I was able to capture.   

 

 

A special thank you to the Turlock R/C Club for sponsoring the event.  A great 

time was had by all, especially me, a first time float fly attendee.  See you next 

year.  We already have our reservations.   

Kelly Coulter- www.p51girlphotography.com 

email – p51girl@yahoo.com 

http://www.p51girlphotography.com
mailto:p51girl@yahoo.com


The RENO radio Controlled Club 









The  

RENO  

Radio Control 

 Club 

The end:) 



Hi Mike; My name is Don Johanson, I live in Mountain Ranch, CA and belong to 
Mountain R/C Flyers out of the Angels Camp area. I’m 74 and have been building for 
about 60 years.  We just went through the Butte fire, our house survived without any 
damage, but many of my neighbors lost everything. This was about a mile down the 
road from me. 

My last couple of projects were a Balsa USA 1/6 Sopwith Pup which unfortunately did 
not survive it’s second flight due to pilot idiocy.  It sure looked good though. 

 



My last effort was a Balsa USA Excaliber ( I love their stuff) whose first flight was de-
layed by the fire.  I flew today, what a great plane, it flew like it was on rails. 

I call it a Connie Caliber because of the mods I did to it.  Balsa USA calls it a 4 chan-
nel plane, but the rudder channel only controls the nose wheel steering.  We have a 
lot of crosswinds at our field that calls for rudder. After many tries of having different 
linkages to control the 2 outboard fins, I decided to add a central fin and rudder rather 
than adding so much weight to the tail end.  Power is an O.S .46AX with JR electron-
ics. 

  

You’ll notice the brown stains on the stab and fin.  We were evacuated for two weeks 
and we didn’t know if we had a house or not.  I store my planes on the cross beams in 
my garage, the stab was the closest to the eaves. what heat there must have been.  
On the roof above it, a burning branch had fallen, if it wasn’t for CalFire being there, I 
wouldn’t have a house, never mind my planes! 

 

Right now I’m building a Laddie Mikulasko design, an Easy 100 that Laser Design 
Services cut for me.   

 

 

 

Don 

bafs@att.net 



You’ll notice the brown stains on the stab and fin.  We were evacuated for two weeks 
and we didn’t know if we had a house or not.  I store my planes on the cross beams in 
my garage, the stab was the closest to the eaves. what heat there must have been.  
On the roof above it, a burning branch had fallen, if it wasn’t for CalFire being there, I 
wouldn’t have a house, never mind my planes! 

 

Right now I’m building a Laddie Mikulasko design, an Easy 100 that Laser Design 
Services cut for me.   

Don 

bafs@att.net 



Pitted Pitts 

by Alastair Brennan 

I was given a Kyosho Pitts Special and it didn’t fly very well. The owner before me had it elec-

tric powered and it didn’t fly well then either. The complaint was that it was heavy and was not 

much fun. As an electric model it weighed in at just less than 8 pounds. This is a long way 

from the box-top that say the plane weighs  

“apprx 6lb.” 

No need to discuss what motor/battery/esc was used, or whether the plane had been wrecked a 

hundred times and has a pound of epoxy and Popsicle sticks in it. It won’t matter for what is 

about to happen. I’m a nitro guy, so my plan was to covert it back to glow fuel. When I picked 

up the empty airframe from electric guy, we weighed the bits for the previous electric power 

system for a comparison. To jump ahead, going to fuel took almost a pound out of the total 

weight of the plane. I used an O.S. .61. Sure the manual calls it a “Pitts Special S-2C 40”, but 

come on, who does the manufacturer think they are fooling? It has a 46” span, weighs 6 

pounds and is supposed to be aerobatic. No one with any sense is going to put a “40” in it. 

As mentioned the airplane didn’t fly well with the nitro motor either, even though it is about a 

pound lighter than the electric version. I know it’s a performance plane and it isn’t going to 

coast around the sky at a few clicks above idle, but I would have expected a glide ratio a bit 

better than Igloo cooler. After a few more flights I set it aside for a couple weeks and started 

thinking; what if this biplane weighed a little less? 

I started to pick at things. For example the “floor” of the canopy and plastic gauges. Why do I 

need that? I removed them and weighed the parts - 16 grams. I removed the wing and tail guide

-wires and weighed them 18 grams. I started squeezing bits of the covered model. Were the 

tails solid sheeted balsa? That must weigh something. 

Before After 



When I mounted a nitro motor I first 

cut a new firewall out of ¼” ply and 

glued it to the front of the chopped-up 

(for electric) firewall. How much 

weight did that add? 

I removed the covering from the fuse-

lage and tails. I decided the tails could 

have a built-up look instead of a solid 

sheet of balsa. I drew a pattern on the 

computer and taped this to one half of 

the horizontal tail. Here is where the 

first snag happened. I planned to drill a 

big hole in the tail and then use a small 

hobby saw to cut the lines. When the 

whole saw went through I found the 

tail was built up AND sheeted. So I 

located the stringers and cut out all the 

sheeted balsa around them. Did the 

same on the vertical tail, elevators and 

rudder. 

 

At this stage the any regard for getting 

the plane back together was dismissed. 

My “gut-it” plan had better strip a 

bunch of weight or I was putting the 

carcass in the trash. I started chopping 

wood out everywhere on the fuse. To 

mark doublers and bulkheads, I 

pushed a T-pin through from the in-

side of the fuse out. I would measure 

back a ¼ inch and cut out the wood in

-between. In some places this got 

shaved down to 1/8”. The bottom 

sheeting from the trailing edge wing 

saddle, of the fuse, to the tail was re-

moved. I replaced that balsa with just 

a couple balsa “sticks” at each bulk-

head to keep the fuse sides apart. 



I put a sanding drum on the Dremel and ground down 

all the bulkheads I could reach. What was the better 

part of an inch wide got reduce to 3/8-1/4”. Fuel tank 

mount (and previous Lipo battery mount) got chopped 

out and replaced with a couple bits of light hardwood 

(Popsicle sticks). I used a belt sander to remove about 

an 1/8” of that new firewall and then drilled 1/2” light-

ening holes in what was left. I also removed half of the 

landing gear plywood mount (8 grams). It is now just a 

bit more that the width of the gear. I drilled 1/2” holes 

in what was left. 

 

Moved on the 

other bits, 

now the 

weight loss became an obsession. Don’t get ahead of 

me, the irrational stage of weight loss comes later. In 

this obsessive stage I eyed the landing gear. I text a 

friend and ask how much does a 1/4” hole in 1/8” alu-

minum weigh. He could figure this out in 3d model-

ing program (Solidworks). He gives me the answer 

and I sketch a hole pattern on the computer, print it, 

tape it to each leg and drill a bunch of holes. I added 

holes to the part between the landing gear legs too and 

drilled holes in the aluminum upper wing support as 

well. Finished the aluminum milling by carving out 

the middle of each aluminum outer wing support. 

Then it was time for the wings. Each of the rib cap 

strips were filed down so they were the width of the 

ribs (top and bottom of each wing). I sanded the front of the trailing edge sheeting until it was 

the same width as the trailing edge spar (was 1” wide sheet, now ¼” wide sheet). The wing tips 

had holes cut in them. 

Being a bit of a 3D fan I decided the scale ailerons aren’t going to get me there. I drew a line 

along the hinge line of the stock ailerons, cut that part of the wing off added a couple bits here 

and there, hinged the cut off bit to the wing and glued it to the original aileron – Result: Full 

span ailerons. Then I cut up the sheeting of the new inboard part of the ailerons like I did the 

empennage and drilled more holes in the original ailerons. Those Harbor Freight step drills are 

great for this - If you think you can get away with a bigger hole just push the drill through to 

the next “step”. 



For the irrational weight loss I 

drilled holes in the wheels, both 

the foam rubber and plastic hub. 

I also carved deep grooves in the 

tread of each wheel removing 

more material. The result was a 

10-gram loss per wheel. I disas-

sembled the landing gear to do 

all this and found all sorts of 

grime in the wheel pants. I 

washed that out (2 grams per 

wheel pant). I removed the vinyl; 

trim tape from the canopy and 

colored the canopy panel lines 

with a Sharpie – saved 3 grams. 

Fullspan ailerons 

Lower wing  

Before  After 

Lastly I removed all sorts of glue-

boogers. These seem to be a cross be-

tween Elmer’s white glue and hot glue. 

To the right is a small example of re-

moved glue that weighs 2 grams. I re-

moved a lot more of these. 



The bipe was recovered in TowerCoat (Tower 

Hobbies). This is my go-to covering and it 

seems lighter than the original Kyosho cover-

ing. The plane originally flew with five stand-

ard servos, I replaced three of the servos with 

smaller ones saving an additional 48 grams. 

The motor was the biggest disappointment. I 

used an O.S. 50 in place of the O.S. 61. The 

thought was smaller displacement would be 

smaller weight. The “new” motor weighed 2 

ounces more. But I am making 0.20 more horsepower. 

All done I removed over ¾ pound of excess balsa, ply, hardware, glue, etc. The plane before 

lightening and a nitro motor was six-and-change pounds. After the weight loss surgery…5 

pounds 12 oz. The plane does look a little odd with all the holes in the landing gear and wing 

struts though. The plane is a bit more manageable now, glides a bit better, has better vertical performance 

and it doesn’t seem that I have weakened the airframe. The wings have not “folded up”, or come away from 

the fuse and the fuse has not broken in half. 

Alastair Brennan 



2015 Reno Racers vs. R/C Reno Racers      October 15, 2015 

 

Reno 2015 was an incredible experience as always, but this year was extra special.  I was married, spent all day Saturday 

at home pylon with my home pylon peeps and got to spend part of Sunday with Kevin Lacey, from Airplane Repo and 

Julie Sims, an incredible person of the aviation family.  

   

Worked on getting Kevin Lacey and his film crew out to Home Pylon, but I was only able to get him out to Outer Pylon 3. 

Here we are just outside the media area in his golf cart and with Julie Sims on our way out to Outer Pylon 3. What a 

great day.  Here are some of my photos from Outer Pylon 3.  Sparky with pilot Brant Seghetti and the Grim Reaper flown 

by Sal Rubino.  Sal won the Silver Race on Sunday with no problem.  Very exciting for me as this P51 was part of my 

wedding to Don Coulter back in May 2015. 

   

 

 

 



I took over 1500 photos each day and going thru them at night I started noticing how many of the Reno Air Racers had 

been built and made into R/C versions of the same.  I started going through all of my R/C photos from years past.  The 

first one I came across was the one below. 

In the T6 Class, Big Red has been around since before I can remember.  It was participating in the races back at the first 

Reno Air Races I attended with my Dad, Jim Collin, in 1985.  I found this photo of the R/C version from 2005.  I don’t 

know the pilots name or information, but it was from Castle Air Force Base airshow in Atwater, CA. 

2010

         

2013-Taken from the top of Home Pylon.  2015 – Take from the top of Home Pylon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Old Crow isn’t a Reno Racer, but it just shows how WWII Aces influence the models we decide to build.  It’s a way of 

showing how much we respect them and appreciate all they’ve done.  In 2013 at the Reno Air Races I met and talked to 

Bud Anderson and had our photo taken.  We was an incredible WWII Ace who flew the Old Crow P51 shown below in an 

R/C version. 

 

 

 

The longer I kept looking, the more matches I found.  Here is the most infamous Bear Cat, Rare Bear, before its latest 

paint job, in 2005 at Castle AFB at West Coast Festival of Giants, hosted by Central California Model Flyers.  In 2003 I 

captured the photo below at the Reno Air races with my Dad, Jim Collin. 

 

                                          

 

 



Below is Rare Bear from the Reno Air Races 2015.  I was at the home pylon when I got these photos.  Both with Rare 

Bear taking off for Saturday’s Gold Race.  In one photo you can see Section 3, all in orange, in the background.  I sent 

that to the Section 3 group on Facebook and they all really appreciated it.

 

 

Also in the Unlimited Class is the incredible Strega, this year flown by Hoot Gibson.  Hoot flew Strega straight through to 

Sunday’s Gold Race and won it.  An incredible year of racing with a top speed of 503 mph for the first lap. 

 

Below photos were taken at Castle Air Force Base Airshow in Atwater,CA.  Here is Keith Fick with his beautiful Radio 

Control version of Strega in 2011 at one of the largest R/C events on the West Coast. 

 

 

 



Voodoo, also part of the Unlimited class, was also depicted in an R/C version.  Below is Monte Welch’s model, who flies 

out of Woodland/Davis, CA.  Next to the photo of the model, Voodoo is taking off at the Reno Air Races in 2015.  As you 

can see, Voodoo has a new paint job.  This year Steve Hinton Jr. piloted Voodoo all the way to Sunday’s Gold Race, when 

he had to mayday out due to unknown complications, landing safely. 

 

 

As always the Reno Air Races were AWESOME!  If you’ve never attended the races I highly recommend them.  I know a 

lot of people who have been going for years, including my hubby, Don Coulter, and you just can’t get this kind of rush 

anywhere else in the world of aviation.  The static displays are some that you’ll not see anywhere else, the racing of 

WWII airplanes-nothing beats the sounds, the smells, the rush, the jets, the sport classes, the bi-planes and T6’s.  The 

walk through the pits, where the pilots and crews hang out all weekend, can’t be beat.   

Below are some of my favorites from the weekend. 

    

Sea Fury rounding Home Pylon in Saturday’s race.         We have a race!  Beginning of T6 race captured from the top 

of Home Pylon. 



    

My hubby and I have arrived!  Look out Reno. Reno photographers Joanne Murray and Kelly Coulter. Playing in 

the dirt. 

      

Kelly Coulter atop Home Pylon…where she belongs!  Kelly Coulter and Stevo selfie. 

     

Kelly Coulter getting ready for the Gold race to begin. Kelly and Joanne making their way to the top of home pylon. 


